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M16C/26 
Optimizing Code with Assembly Language 

1.0 Abstract 
The following article discusses assembly functions that can be called from C programs for the M16C/26 MCU. 

Two sample programs are provided to run on MSV30262 board for testing and evaluation. Each program 

outlines a particular method of assembly function call and also provides a typical C function call for comparison 

by relevant CPU cycle times. 

2.0 Introduction 
The Renesas M30262 is a 16-bit MCU based on the M16C/60 series CPU core. The MCU features include up to 

64KB of Flash ROM, 2KB of RAM, and 4KB of virtual EEPROM. The peripheral set includes 10-bit A/D, UARTs, 

Timers, DMA, and GPIO.  

Assembler functions are called from C programs using the name of the assembler functions in the same way that 

functions written in C would be.  The first label in an assembly function must be preceded by an underscore “_”. 

However, when calling the assembly function from the C program, the underscore is omitted. The calling C 

program must include a prototype declaration for the assembly function. List 1 is an example of calling assembly 

function asm_func and  

List 2 shows the resulting compiled code. The general method for writing an assembly function is described in 

detail in Appendix A.1. 

 
extern void int asm_func( void ); /* assembler function prototype declaration */ 
void main() 
{ 
 … 
 (omitted) 
 … 
 asm_func();  /* calling assembly function */ 
 … 
 

List 1 Example of calling assembly function without parameter 
 
 .glb _main 
_main: 
 … 
 (omitted) 
 
 … 
 jsr _asm_func ; Calls assembly function (preceded by ‘_’) 
 rts 

List 2 Compiled code of assembly function in List 1 
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The two ways of passing arguments while calling an assembly function are shown below and described in the 

following sections.  

1. By declaring #pragma PARAMETER, the C program and the arguments are passed via CPU registers R0 

and R1. 

2. By declaring global variables in the C program and also their corresponding global variables in assembly 

function, the arguments are passed via these global variables. 

3.0 Passing Arguments by #pragma PARAMETER 
The #pragma PARAMETER passes arguments to assembly functions via: 

• 32-bit general-purpose registers (R2R0, R3R1, A1A0) 

• 16-bit-bit general-purpose registers (R0, R1, R2, R3) or, 

• 8-bit general purpose registers (R0L, R0H, R1L, R1H) and address registers (A0, A1) 

 

The return value from an assembly function, if there is any, will be returned by register depending on the type of 

return value as discussed in Appendix A.2. 

The following program segment, extracted from section 7.2 source code, shows the sequence of operations for 

calling an assembly function using #pragma PARAMETER. 

1. Write a prototype declaration for the assembly function before the #pragma PARAMETER declaration. The 

parameter type(s) must also be declared. 

2. Declare the name of the register using the #pragma PARAMETER in the assembly function’s parameter list. 
 
… 
/* declare assembly function to be called from C */ 
extern unsigned int asm_add(unsigned int, unsigned int); 
 
/* declare pragma to assign the variable transferring registers */ 
#pragma PARAMETER asm_add( R0, R1) 
… 
/* Calling assembly add function */ 
result = asm_add( addend, augend);   
… 

List 3 Prototype Declaration in C with #pragma PARAMETER  

(code snippet from section 7.2.1) 
  
.SECTION program_a 
.GLB _asm_add ;declaring global assembly function 
 
_asm_add: 
 ADD.W R1,R0  ;math operation (addition) on variables passed 
 RTS  ;R0 will be returned to the calling function 
 .END 

List 4 Assembly Function Declaration  

(code snippet from section7.2.2) 
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4.0 Passing Arguments By Global Variables 
In this method, a prototype for the assembly function must be declared but there is no need to mention the C 

variables in the prototype declaration. The C variables that need to be operated upon in the called assembly 

function should be declared as global variables in the C program as well as in the called assembly function. In 

order to refer to the C variables in the assembly function, each of them need to be preceded with an underscore 

“ _”.  The return value from an assembly function, if there is any, will be returned by CPU register which depends 

on the type of the return value as described in Appendix A.2. 

The following program segment, extracted from section 7.3, shows the sequence of operations for calling an 

assembly function while passing variables by global variable declaration. 
… 
/* declare assembly function to be called from C */ 
extern unsigned int asm_add(void);   
… 
/* declare global variables to be passed to called assembly function */ 
unsigned int addend = 2;  
unsigned int augend = 6; 
unsigned int result; /* this variable will hold the return value */  
… 
/* calling assembly add function */ 
result = asm_add();           
… 

List 5 Prototype Declaration in C using Global Variables  

(code snippet from section 7.3.1) 
  
.SECTION program_a 
.GLB  _asm_add  ;declaring assembly function as global 
.GLB  _addend, _augend ;referring to the global variables declared in C 
 
_asm_add: 
 MOV.W _addend,R1 ;passing variables into registers 
 MOV.W _augend,R0 
 
 ADD.W R1,R0  ;math operation (addition) on variables  
 RTS      ;R0 will be returned to the calling function  
 .END 

List 6 Assembly Function Declaration 

5.0 Optimization by Assembly Function Calls 
An approximate idea about optimization by assembly function call may be obtained by calculating the CPU 

cycles involved in the assembly functions and also corresponding C function mentioned in sections 3.0 and 4.0. 

These functions are reproduced in sections are shown in List 7 to List 9 for convenience. The calculated number 

of CPU cycles for the assembly and C function calls in sections List 7 to List 9 are 8, 14 and 27 respectively (see 

[M16C/60 software manual]). Thus, there is an approximate saving of 70% computation time by the assembly 

function call by #pragma PARAMETERS when compared to corresponding C function call.  

The approximate saving in computation time by assembly function call using global variables over C function call 
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is 50%. Moreover the C function call requires manipulation of stack frame buffer and that involves more RAM 

space. Thus assembly function calls realize optimization in computation time as well as in memory space when 

compared with equivalent function call in C. 

 
_asm_add: 
 ADD.W R1,R0  ; add contents of R0 and R1 and put the result in R0  
 RTS   ; R0 will be returned to calling function 
 .END 
 

List 7 Addition function in assembly while passing arguments by registers R0 and R1 
 
_asm_add: 
 MOV.W _addend,R1 ;argument transferred to register R1 
 MOV.W _augend,R0     ;argument transferred to register R2 
 ADD.W R1,R0  ;math operation (addition) on variables  
 RTS      ;R0 will be returned to the calling function  
 .END 
 

List 8 Addition function in assembly while passing arguments by global variable declaration 

 

List 9 Addition function in C 

6.0 Reference 

Renesas Technology Corporation Semiconductor Home Page 
http://www.renesas.com 

 

E-mail Support 
support_apl@renesas.com 

 

Data Sheets 

• M16C/62 datasheets, 62aeds.pdf 
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User’s Manual 

• KNC30 Users Manual, KNC30UE.PDF 

• M16C/60 and M16C/20 C Language Programming Manual, 6020EC.PDF 

• Assembler for M16C/60 and M16C/20 User’s Manual, AS30UE.PDF 

• MSV30262-SKP or MSV-Mini26-SKP Quick start guide 

• MSV30262-SKP or MSV-Mini26-SKP Users Manual 

• MDECE30262 or MSV-Mini26-SKP Schematic 

7.0 Sample Program  

7.1 Application Code Outline 
The sample programs, written in C and assembly, were compiled using the KNC30 compiler and will run on the  

MSV30262 SKP board. To run a program perform the following steps: 

1. Load target program executable in the MCU Flash memory using KD30 (or FoUSB). 

2. Reset the loaded program by pressing RESET and then run the program by pressing GO on the KD30 GUI. 

The following message appears on the LCD display: 

S2 = ASM 

S3 = C 

3. To select the mode for assembly function call, press button S2. The following message appears on the LCD 

display confirming the selection: 

ASM mode 

Press S4 

4. Press S4 for invoking the assembly function call and following message appears on LCD display confirming 

the invocation of an assembly add function: 

calling  

ASM add 

5. As soon as the assembly function call returns, the result of the function call is displayed on the LCD display 

as shown below: 

3 + 6 

RES_a= 9 

6. To return to the initial menu, start over from step 2 mentioned above.  

7. C function call may be invoked by following steps similar to 2-5 while choosing switch S3 instead of S2 

in step 3. 
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7.2 Software Source Code for Passing Arguments by #pragma PARAMETER 
 

7.2.1 Source Code in C 

 
/***************************************************************************** 

* 

* File Name: main.c                                           

*                                                                   

* Content:  This program demonstrates the technique of calling assembly   

*    function from C program. The calling function arguments are   

*    passed from C to the assembly function by declaring them as 

*                 #pragma PARAMETERs. A return value is also generated from the    

*     assembly function and returned to the calling function in C. 

*    The program runs on the M16C/26 (firefly MCU) SKP board  

*                 MSV30262. In order to invoke an addition function call in 

*     in assembly, press switch S2 and then S4. Whereas to invoke  

*    an addition function in C, press S2 and then S4.           

*    Press the reset switch (S1) to get the initial menu on the      

*    LCD display and proceed as mentioned above.                      

*  

*   Date:  2-20-2003 

*   This program was written to run on the MDECE30262 Board for MSV30262-SKP. 

*                                                                   

* Copyright 2003 Renesas Technology America, Inc.                            

* All rights reserved                                             

*============================================================================= 

* $Log:$ 

*===========================================================================*/ 

 

#include "sfr262.h" 

#include "skp26.h" 

#include <stdio.h> 

/* NOTE: include skp26.c file into project for LCD function calls */ 

/* skp26.c is used for the LCD on M30262 (firefly) SKP board */ 

 

/* declare assembly function to be called from C */ 

extern unsigned int asm_add(unsigned int, unsigned int); 

/* declare pragma to assign the variable transferring registers */ 

#pragma PARAMETER asm_add( R0, R1) 

 

/* define switches on skp board */ 

/* SWITCHES */ 

#define sw2  p10_5 

#define sw3  p10_6 

#define sw4  p10_7 

 

/* define LEDs on skp board*/ 

#define red_led  p7_0 

#define yellow_led  p7_1 

#define green_led  p7_2 

 

char buf[9]; /* buffer for displaying on 8 character line LCD */ 
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/* declare variables */ 

unsigned int addend = 3; 

unsigned int augend = 6; 

unsigned int result; /* result will hold addend+augend */ 

int loop = 1; 

int asm_mode = 0;  /* assembly mode */ 

int C_mode   = 0; /* C mode */ 

 

/* declare routine for displaying addend, augend and result on LCD */ 

void display_all(int addend, int augend, int result);  

void init_LED( void ); /* routine that initializes LEDs */ 

unsigned int  add_C( unsigned int, unsigned int ); /* add function in C */ 

 

/***************************************************************************** 

Name:   main         

Parameters: None                      

Returns: None         

Description:  main program loop and initialization 

*****************************************************************************/ 

main(){ 

 init_LED();     /* initialize LEDs */ 

 init_disp(); /* initialize display */ 

 while(loop == 1){ 

  /* print initial message on LCD */ 

   sprintf( buf, "S2 = ASM" ); 

   display(0,buf); 

   sprintf(buf, "S3 = C  "); 

   display(1, buf); 

   loop = 2; /* exit to next while loop */ 

 } 

 
 /* select asm or C mode */ 

 while (loop==2){ 

  if( sw2 == 0 ){  /* sw2 pressed */ 

   asm_mode = 1; /* select asm mode */ 

   C_mode = 0; 

   red_led = 0;  /* turn ON red LED */ 

   sprintf( buf, "ASM mode" ); 

   display(0,buf); 

   sprintf(buf, "Press S4"); 

   display(1, buf); 

  } 

  if(sw3 == 0 ){  /* sw3 pressed */ 

   asm_mode = 0; 

   C_mode  = 1; /* select C mode */ 

   yellow_led = 0;  /* turn ON yellow LED */ 

   sprintf( buf, "C mode  " ); 

   display(0,buf); 

   sprintf(buf, "Press S4"); 

   display(1, buf); 

  } 
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  if( sw4 == 0 ){  /* sw4 pressed */ 

   loop = 0; /* exit from while loop */ 

   green_led = 0;  /* turn ON green LED */ 

   sprintf( buf, "calling " ); 

   display(0,buf); 

   if( asm_mode == 1){ 

    sprintf(buf, "ASM add "); 

    display(1, buf); 

   } 

   if( C_mode == 1){ 

    sprintf( buf, "C add   "); 

    display(1, buf); 

   } 

  } 

 } 

 if( asm_mode == 1 ){ 

  result = asm_add( addend, augend); /* Calling assembly add function */ 

  display_all( addend, augend, result); /* Calling display routine */ 

 } 

 if( C_mode == 1 ){ 

  result = add_C( addend, augend );     /* Calling C add function */ 

  display_all( addend, augend, result); /* Calling display routine */ 

 }  

} 

 

/***************************************************************************** 

Name:  display_all         

Parameters: int, int, int                      

Returns: int         

Description: displays addend, augend and result on LCD display 

*****************************************************************************/ 

void display_all( int addend, int augend, int result){ 

  

 init_disp(); /* initialize and clear display */ 

 

 sprintf( buf, "%2i +%2i  ", addend, augend);   

 display( 0, buf);  /* display in first line of LCD */ 

 

 if( asm_mode == 1){ 

  sprintf( buf, "RES_a=%2i", result); /* copy into buf */ 

  display( 1, buf); /* display result in second line of LCD */ 

 } 

 else if( C_mode == 1){ 

  sprintf( buf, "RES_c=%2i", result); /* copy into buf */ 

  display( 1, buf); /* display result in second line of LCD */ 

 } 

 return; 

} 
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/***************************************************************************** 

Name:  init_LED        

Parameters: None                      

Returns: None     

Description: Initializes LEDs (D3, D4 and D5) 

*****************************************************************************/ 

void init_LED ( void ){ 

 /* set LED ports to outputs (connected to LEDs) */ 

    pd7_0 = 1;     

    pd7_1 = 1; 

    pd7_2 = 1; 

 

 /* turn OFF all LEDs */ 

 red_led = 1; 

 yellow_led = 1; 

 green_led = 1; 

} 

 

/***************************************************************************** 

Name:  add_C         

Parameters: int, int, int                      

Returns: int         

Description: adds two integers and returns the result as an integer 

*****************************************************************************/ 

unsigned int add_C(unsigned int addend, unsigned int augend){ 

 unsigned int k; 

 k = addend + augend; 

 return k; 

} 

 

7.2.2 Source Code of Assembly Function  

 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

;Name: asm_add 

;Parameters: addend, augend (passed through registers R0 and R1) 

;Returns: int (passed through register R0) 

;Description: Assembly addition function called from C program     

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

.SECTION program_a 

.GLB _asm_add  ;declaring global assembly function 

 

_asm_add: 

 ADD.W R1,R0  ;math operation (addition) on variables passed 

 RTS  ;R0 will be returned to the calling function 

 .END 
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7.3 Software Source Code for Passing Arguments by Global Variables 
 

7.3.1 Source Code in C 

 
/***************************************************************************** 

* 

* File Name: main.c                                           

*                                                                   

* Content:   This program demonstrates the technique of calling assembly   

*             function from C program. The calling function arguments are   

*     passed from C to the assembly function by declaring them as 

*     #pragma PARAMETERs. A return value is also generated from the    

*      assembly function and returned to the calling function in C. 

*     The program runs on the M16C/26 (firefly MCU) SKP board  

*                  MSV30262. In order to invoke an addition function call in 

*      in assembly, press switch S2 and then S4. Whereas to invoke  

*     an addition function in C, press S2 and then S4.           

*     Press the reset switch (S1) to get the initial menu on the      

*     LCD display and proceed as mentioned above.                      

*  

*   Date:  2-20-2003 

*   This program was written to run on the MDECE30262 Board for MSV30262-SKP. 

*                                                                   

* Copyright 2003 Renesas Technology America, Inc.                            

* All rights reserved                                             

*                                                                   

*============================================================================= 

* $Log:$ 

*===========================================================================*/ 

#include "sfr262.h" 

#include "skp26.h" 

#include <stdio.h> 

 

/* NOTE: include skp26.c file into project for LCD function calls */ 

/* skp26.c is provided for the LCD on M16C/26 (firefly) SKP board*/  

/* declare assembly function to be called from C */ 

extern unsigned int asm_add(void);   

/* define switches on skp board */ 

/* SWITCHES */ 

#define sw2  p10_5 

#define sw3  p10_6 

#define sw4  p10_7 

 

/* define LEDs on skp board*/ 

#define red_led  p7_0 

#define yellow_led  p7_1 

#define green_led  p7_2 

 

char buf[9]; /* buffer required for displaying on 8 character line LCD */ 
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unsigned int addend = 2;/* declare global variables.. */ 

unsigned int augend = 6;/* to be transferred to the assembly function*/ 

unsigned int result; /* result variable will hold addend+augend */ 

 

int loop = 1; 

int asm_mode = 0;  /* assembly mode */ 

int C_mode   = 0; /* C mode */ 

 

/* declare routine for displaying addend, augend and result on LCD display */ 

void display_all(int addend, int augend, int result); 

void init_LED( void ); /* routine that initializes LEDs */ 

unsigned int  add_C( unsigned int, unsigned int ); /* add function in C */ 

 

/***************************************************************************** 

Name:   main         

Parameters: None                      

Returns: None         

Description:  main program loop and initialization 

*****************************************************************************/ 

main(){ 

 init_LED();     /* initialize LEDs */ 

 init_disp(); /* initialize display */ 

 /* select asm or C mode */ 

 while(loop == 1){ 

  /* print initial message on LCD */ 

   sprintf( buf, "S2 = ASM" ); 

   display(0,buf); 

   sprintf(buf, "S3 = C  "); 

   display(1, buf); 

   loop = 2; /* exit to next while loop */ 

 } 

 
 while (loop == 2){ 

  if( sw2 == 0 ){  /* sw2 pressed */ 

   asm_mode = 1; /* select asm mode */ 

   C_mode = 0; 

   red_led = 0;  /* turn ON red LED */ 

   sprintf( buf, "ASM mode" ); 

   display(0,buf); 

   sprintf(buf, "Press S4"); 

   display(1, buf); 

  } 

  if(sw3 == 0 ){  /* sw3 pressed */ 

   asm_mode = 0; 

   C_mode  = 1; /* select C mode */ 

   yellow_led = 0; /* turn ON yellow LED */ 

   sprintf( buf, "C mode  " ); 

   display(0,buf); 

   sprintf(buf, "Press S4"); 

   display(1, buf); 

 

  } 
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  if( sw4 == 0 ){  /* sw4 pressed */ 

   loop = 0; /* exit from while loop */ 

   green_led = 0;  /* turn ON green LED */ 

   sprintf( buf, "calling " ); 

   display(0,buf); 

   if( asm_mode == 1){ 

    sprintf(buf, "ASM add "); 

    display(1, buf); 

   } 

   if( C_mode == 1){ 

    sprintf( buf, "C add   "); 

    display(1, buf); 

   } 

  } 

 } 

 if( asm_mode == 1 ){ 

 result = asm_add();          /* calling assembly add function */ 

 display_all( addend, augend, result); /* calling display routine*/ 

 } 

 if( C_mode == 1 ){ 

  result = add_C( addend, augend );    /* Calling C add function */ 

  display_all( addend, augend, result);/* Calling display routine */ 

 }  

} 

/***************************************************************************** 

Name:  display_all         

Parameters: int, int, int                      

Returns: int         

Description: displays addend, augend and result on LCD display 

*****************************************************************************/ 

void display_all( int addend, int augend, int result){ 

  

 init_disp(); /* initialize and clear display */ 

 sprintf( buf, "%2i +%2i  ", addend, augend);   

 display( 0, buf); /* display in first line of LCD */ 

 

 if( asm_mode == 1){ 

  sprintf( buf, "RES_a=%2i", result); /* copy into buf */ 

  display( 1, buf); /* display result in second line of LCD */ 

 } 

 else if( C_mode == 1){ 

  sprintf( buf, "RES_c=%2i", result); /* copy into buf */ 

  display( 1, buf); /* display result in second line of LCD */ 

 } 

 return; 

} 
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/***************************************************************************** 

Name:  init_LED        

Parameters: None                      

Returns: None     

Description: Initializes LEDs (D3, D4 and D5) 

*****************************************************************************/ 

void init_LED ( void ){ 

 /* set LED ports to outputs (connected to LEDs) */ 

    pd7_0 = 1;     

    pd7_1 = 1; 

    pd7_2 = 1; 

 

 /* turn OFF all LEDs */ 

 red_led = 1; 

 yellow_led = 1; 

 green_led = 1; 

} 

 

/***************************************************************************** 

Name:  add_C         

Parameters: int, int, int                      

Returns: int         

Description: adds two integers and returns the result as an integer 

*****************************************************************************/ 

unsigned int add_C(unsigned int addend, unsigned int augend){ 

 unsigned int k; 

 k = addend + augend; 

 return k; 

} 

 

7.3.2 Source Code of Assembly Function 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

;Name: asm_add 

;Parameters: addend, augend (passed through global variable declaration) 

;Returns: int (passed through register R0) 

;Description: Assembly addition function called from C program     

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

.SECTION program_a 

.GLB  _asm_add  ;declaring assembly function as global 

.GLB  _addend, _augend ;referring to the global variables declared in C 

 

_asm_add: 

 MOV.W _addend,R1 ;passing variables into registers 

 MOV.W _augend,R0 

 

 ADD.W R1,R0  ;math operation (addition) on variables  

 RTS      ;R0 will be returned to the calling function  

 .END 
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Appendix A. Writing Assembly Functions 

A.1 Method for Writing Called Assembly Function  
The following shows a procedure for writing the entry processing of assembly functions. 

1. Specify section names using the assembler pseudo command .SECTION. Sections can be assigned any 

desired name. 

2. Global specify function name labels using the assembler pseudo command .GLB. 

3. Add the underscore(_) to the function name to write it as label. 

4. When modifying the B and U flags within the function, save the flag register to the stack beforehand. 

 

The following shows a procedure for writing the exit processing of assembly functions. 

1. If you modified the B and U flags within the function, restore the flag register from the stack. 

2. Write the RTS instruction. 

 

Do not change the contents of the SB and FB registers in the assembler function. If the contents of the SB and 

FB registers are changed, save them to the stack at the entry to the function, then restore their values from the 

stack at the exit of the function. List 10 is an example of how to code an assembler function. In this example, the 

section name is ‘program’, which is the same as the section name output by NC30. 

 
 .SECTION  program  <= (1) 
 .GLB  _asm_func <= (2) 
_asm_func:    <= (3) 
 PUSHC  FLG  <= (4) 
 PUSHM  R3, R1  <= (5) 
 MOV.W  SYM1, R3 
 MOV.W  SYM1+2, R1 
   (omitted) 
   … … 
 POPM  R3, R1  <= (6) 
 POPC  FLG  <= (7) 
 RTS    <= (8) 
 .END 
 

List 10 Coding example of an assembly function 

A.2 Returning Return Values From Assembly Function  
When returning values from an assembler function to a C language program, registers can be used through 

which to return the values of the integer, pointer and floating-point types. Table 1 lists the rules on calls regarding 

return values.  
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Table 1 Calling rules for return values 

Return value types Rules 

boolean 

char 

R0L register 

Int 

near pointer 

R0 register 

float 

long 

far pointer 

The 16-low order bits are stored in the R0 register and the 16 high order bits are stored in the R2 
register as the value is returned. 

double 

long double 

The value is stored in 16 bits each beginning with the MSB in order of registers R3, R2, R1 and R0 
as it is returned. 

long long The value is stored in 16 bits each beginning with the MSB in order of registers R3, R2, R1 and R0 
as it is returned. 

compound Immediately before calling the function, the far address indicating the area for storing the return 
value is pushed to the stack. Before the return to the calling program, the called function writes the 
return value to the area indicated by the far address pushed to the stack. 

 

 



 

 

  
Keep safety first in your circuit designs! 

 
• Renesas Technology Corporation puts the maximum effort into making semiconductor products 

better and more reliable, but there is always the possibility that trouble may occur with them. Trouble 
with semiconductors may lead to personal injury, fire or property damage. 
Remember to give due consideration to safety when making your circuit designs, with appropriate 
measures such as (i) placement of substitutive, auxiliary circuits, (ii) use of nonflammable material or 
(iii) prevention against any malfunction or mishap. 
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